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Know your Telescope and Mount

Imaging scale, and Fov.
Guided and unguided performance.
Focus stability, mechanical, and temperature dependent.
Collimation stability.
All 3 points above at different altitudes.
Cooldown time, and tube seeing. 



Know your Camera and Filters

Know your cameras characteristics 
Qe, readoutnoise, darkcurrent, and fullwell capacity. 
Full frame sensors tend to have RBI, make sure you handle that properly.
How deep can you cool the ccd.
Filters, curves, overlap, transmission, parfocality.
Especially square filters need to have blackened edges to avoid reflections.



Know your Imaging Site 

Get a feeling for the conditions at the site you are imaging.
Image at the part of the sky with the least light pollution.
Get a feeling for varying  temperature gradients over the year.
Collect data like skyquality, sky temperature, and ambient conditions 
during your imaging session.
Cooldown your telescope early prior to the imaging session.



Is My Sky Good Enough



Is My Sky Good Enough

LRGB 120 50 50 50
Mag 6.5

LRGB 120 40 40 40
Mag 4.5



Planning

Plan your session early.

Use a planteraium software to check the elevation, and transit times of the

object 

Look for suitable guide, and focus stars.

If possible avoid to image below 30 to 40 degrees of altitude.

Use and anditional software like Aladin, CCD Guide, or reference images 

for you planning.



Planning



Exposure Times

Go for sky limited exposures.
Try to get at least a few hundered ADU on your background with LRGB.
Try to find a balance between background and saturating stars.
For bright objects consider doing just RGB.
Standardise your exposure times.
Dither between subframes.



Calibration

Calibration files correct for dark current, fixed pattern noise, and illumination 
defects like vignetting and dust, but they also introduce noise.  
Build upd a Dark and Bias library.
Use a good light source for flatfielding, preferably the sky.
Use exposures longer than 3 seconds for flats, to avoid shutter  gradients.
Cosmetic correction, for remaining column defects.
If your camera has a full frame sensor, use the RBI flood, or temperature cycle 
the camera before taking light frames.



Image Processing

Calibrate your Monitor !!

Uncalibrated devices produce bad results, especially on notebooks.

Use whatever software you find convenient.

Most of the processes are mathematical so all of the known packages will do.

I use Pixinsight, and Photoshop, but also CCDstack, MaximDL, and Astroart. 



Image processing



Conclusion

Good SNR.
Good color calibration.
There is only one point where all colors are alive, you can´t fool nature.
Same applies to luminance with no, or weak underlying color data.
Avoid excessive sharpening, it introduces artifical features that are not 
present in the object you are imaging. 
Same applies to noise reduction, our brain expects high frequencies.
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M83
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